
CHAPTER 4

NEUTRON SOURCES

I. The Nuclear Reaclor
(A) FIssION

The operation of a nuclear reactor ia based on the fission reaotion.
In 1939 O. Hahn and F. Strll8Slll&nn discovered that a uranium
nucleua, after absorbing a thermal neutron, could split into two new
nuclei. Each of those fragmente, called fission p,'Oducte, carries about
half the weight and half the cltarge of the uranium nucleua. and
poll8C8lC8 an extremely high kinetic energy.

The principle of mass and energy conservation allows the calculation
of the ene."gy. released by the hypothetical fission ·of a "'u nucleua.
Aosuming the. reaction:

"::U .... ':~La + :~Br (4,])

one can caloulate the mass defect. uaing the aemiempirical Bethe
Weiszioker equation (1,2,3). Aooording to thi2 formula, the physical
atomio weight N of a nucleua, having Z protons and N neutrons Ia
given as follows:

N(Z, N) = 1.01464.d + 0.014.d1/1 - 0.041905 ZA

+ 0.041905 (Z _ Z)I " 0.036 (4.2)
Z..t ..t + .041/<

where.d-Z+N

ZA - .d/(1.980670 + 0.0149624.d1/1)

" = + I, -lor 0 for respectively A even and Z odd• .d even
and Z even• .d odd.

Applying equation (4.2), the maaaee of the iaotopes ocourring In tho
above hypothetical fission reaction are:

"'u :235.11240

,uLa : 147.98930

"Br: 86.95722

Hence one can evaluate the mass defect ofthe fission reaction: 235.11240
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-(147.08930 + 86.05722) = 0.16588 a.m.u., or 0.16588 x 931 - 154
MeV.

One could wonder, why under such eJ:oergio conditions, spontaneous
fission of the uranium nucleus does not occur. The inhibition is cauaed
by tho Coulomb barrier that both fission fragmente have to overcome
(see Chapter 3, section I). Using equation (3.30) and (3.1b) calculation
of the barrier energy for the given example yields 107 MeV. when the
surfaces of the La and the Br nnclei are In contact with each other. The
barrier energy being about 43 MeV larger than the mass difference.
spontaneoua fission should not occur.

However. whcn a thermal neutron is absorbed, the binding energy
of thia particle increasea the energy content of the uranium nucleua
sufficiently. to separate the two fission products:

II.U + 'n .... 'UI", + "Br (4.3)

Application of equation (4.2) would yield a mass difference of 159
MeV, which is still insufficient to produce fission. The semiempirical
mass formula neglecte however the individual mass variation occurring
at nuclei having "magic numbers" of nucleons, reaulting in anom·
alously low mMses. Thus, the energy released in the neutron induced
fission (4.3) is in fact about 200 MeV, which permite the fragmente to
overcome the barrier energy.

Quantum mechenical'treatment of the fission reaction predicte that
for "'U apontaneous fission occurs. but at such a low rate that the
atability of the nucleua is practically not affected. Segrtl (4) reviewed
theory and experiments about spontaneoua fission. and noted that the
mean life of the "'U nucleus would be 3 x 10" yea:, in the absence
of ".emission. The reason for this spontaneous reaction is that the
probability of fission fragments "tunneling" through the potential

. barrier is not zero. This is the ..me phenomenon as one encounters with
charged particlea, which can enter or leave a nucleua. although their
kinetic energy is lower than the Coulomb barrier energy.

Using the liquid drop model of the nucleus, subject to the short.
range nuclear forces, repreaented by surface tension. and to the long
range Coulomb forcea, an eatimate of mass A and charge Z ofa nucleus.
which "ill be unstable against spontaneous fission can be found (5):

ZI
.d ~ 44 (4.4)

where ZI/A is the flssionability parameter.
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ThiI means that nuclei with a ZI/A vahle clearly smaller than 44,
will be stahle sgainst spontancoua fiaaion, where.. nuclei heving a
ZI/A value Isrger than 44 can hardly e"ist in notura. In Figure 4.1
ths fissionability parameter is plotted against Z for several nuclei.
Due to ths tunneling effect, spontancoua a..ion practically occura for
all nuclei having a Z value above 90, but r.ot aa " major mode of the
decay. In fact the partial half·lIvea for spontaneous IUision oC the even
Z heavy nuclei are syatematicallydecreasing as a Cunction oC inereaaing
fiaaionability parameter, as can be seen Crom Figure 4.2 (6,7,8).
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Fig. 4.2. Partial half.life for .pontan~l1I flsaion of heavy nuclei .. a function
or ZI/A. (From The Atomic Nuc1ew by Evana, R. D. Copyright ltlcGraw-Hill Inc.
1981. Used with penniAion of l\fcOraw·Hill Book Company).

is quite large, due to the relatively high mass difference between the
componnd nucleus and the absorbing nucleus. For this reaaon, ISJU
gives rise to fission by absorption of thermal neutrons, whereas a::U
requirea energetic (faat) neutrons for the same reaction. This is re1Iected
in the thermal fiaaion cross section Cor the uranium isotopes, aa can be
seen Crom Table 4.1.

The fiaalon reaction with thermal neutrons is normally called aaym·
metric, aa two fission products of unequal mesa are obtained. However,
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Fig. 4.1. The tiuionabilit.y parameter ZIJA....a function of Z. (From TMAlomic
Nutletu by EVanI. R. D. Copyright MoGraw·Hill Ine. 1967. Used with permission
or3lcOraw·HiIl Book Comp.ny).

.From this figure it also appears that even·even nuclei give rise more
easily to spontancoua fission than even.odd nuclei. This is due to the
fact that even·even nuclei are slightly lighter than even·odd ones,
as can be calculated from the semleiilpiricaJ ma.. formula (4.2).
Therefore, fiaaion by thermal neutron capture will be readily Induced
in even.odd nuclei, aa the binding energy oCthe neutron in the reaction.....

(even.odd) nucleus + n~ (even.even) nucleua~

TABLE 4.1
Thermal RAion CroSl section tor the ur&nium iaot-ope8 (11. 12)

I80lopa Type Ullulu (bam)
Z N

I~~U 8\."en-odd ~27

I~U even·even 20.S~

I:U even-odd ~77

·~U even-even <O.5mb
I:U even-odd 14
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As the heavy nuclei have a highe. neutron' excess than the light
ones, the produced fiasion products tend towards proton-neutron
equilibrium. Therefore already during the Jission reaction several
n.utrons (prompt fission neutrons) are emitted, giving the typical
equation:

":~U + ~""""1) _ ~:X +1:Y +•~ (4.7)

The number of neutrons • is 2.5 for the '''u fission and 2.9 for
the "'Pu fission. This prompt neutron emission is insufficient to
establish the proton neutron equilibrium in the fission fragments. This
equilibrium is eventually reached by several successive beta emissions
of the created isotopes, of which a typical example:

lI1Te~ 181r~ 181Xe.-!:... 1810e~ 181Ba stable (4.8)
61 1m '8 12.6. " 1.4m. ii6 171 6&

About 200 fission products of "'u are known, which are practically
all beta emitters, and show half.lives varying from unmeasurably
short ones up to 10' year. The most abundant fission products, obtained
by thermal fission of "'U, have masses round the fission yield curve
maxima (A - 95'and 14Q), and are given in Table 4.2. (53).

In some oases, 'the llasion products emit a neut·ron inlmediately

TABLE 4.2
Mea. abundant llsaloa produole from tho ...u thermal

fLIoloa (63)

when highly energetic particles induce Jission thc reaotion becom...
more symmetrical. This is illustrated in Figure 4.3, where the Jission
);eld curve is represented for two reactions, going ovcr the same
compound nucleus: (9,10)

Mass number A
Fig. 4:.3. Fission yield as a function ofm.... number .4, for the thennal1uU

&aion (a) and tha 37 AlaValpha particla induoad &aion or "'Th (b) (0) (10). (From
The Atomic Nucletu by Evana, R. D. Copyright 1967l\IcGro.w·HiU Inc. U.ed 'With
permiuion oClIcGraw·HiU Book Company).
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Iaotope Half.lif. .fieeion yield

"Sr 2S.ly 6.S
"y 6S.Sd 6.4
"Zr 6ad 6.4
''To 2.12 x 10' y 6.0
l"Ru SUd 3.0
u'c. 30.0y 6.16
u'Ba 12.8 d 6.3
"'Co 2S4d 6.0
u'Pm 2.62y 2.7
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FIg. 4..4. N outron capture end fiaaion croll aeotion of '''U &ad ""0 (12).
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The number of neutrons released per fission (2.5 for thermal fission
ofmU);

The contribution of the fut fission. AB the fuel conteins large amounts
of ...u (only 0.71% ...u is present in nonenriched fuel) • emall
percent of the fission neutrons may cause faat fission of ...U, before
leaving the fuel element;

The probability of resonance escapo. As can be seen from Figure 4.4,
the totel cross section of "au hlll\ very high resonance peaks due
partly to C1\pture. Thore are always a few percent fission neutrons
captured during the slowing down proOO88, when they reach this
particular energy region.

The thermal utilization: when the neukons reach thermal energies,
some are absorbed by the moderator, by the uranium, by impurities
in both of them, and by fission products themselves.
When for an infinite fuel-moderator pattern ke = I, a steady.stete

equilibrium is reached, and" self sustaining chain reaction occurs. The
excess k or the excess reactivity of a reactor is given by ke - 1. Whan

,
I
'I

after bete decay. TWa 000lll'll when the excited stete of the daughter
nucleus haa a larger potential energy than the binding energy of a
neutron. This is often the case when the parent isotope haa a "magio
number" of protons. Oue can remark tlmt without these so.called
"delayed neutrons" the control of a nuclear renctor would never be
poesibJe, aa will be discussed in the next section.

In all reactors, the average energy of the neutrons giving rise to
fission is lower than the average energy with which they are p."Oduced.
From Figure 4.4, where capture and fissicn cross sections of the !sotopos
"au and ...u are represented (11,12), it appears that the fission
probability for ...u ia highest with thermal neutrons (about 0.025
eV), whereaa fission with ...U only occurs with neutrons having an
energy over 1 MeV. At neutron energies above 5 MeV, the fission cross
section of"au and "au are of the same order ofmagnitude. The fission
cross section for the two iaotopos ia always emaller than the one for
...u with thermal neutrons. In order to use this reaction with optimum
yield, the fuel can be enriched with ...u, and the enersetio fission
neutrons (up to 10 MeV) can be slowed down by means of a moderator,
so that thermal energy is reached before capture by ...u.

In "faat" reaotors, the average energy of the neutrons giving rise
to fission ia quite high, and the neutrons are slowed down by elaatio
collisions, mainly in the fuel elements and the core materials and to a
amaller extent in the coolant (e.g. liquid eodium).,

In "thermal" reaotors, the fuel elements are surrounded by a modera
tor (light nuclei), which allows the neutrons to reach an average energy
equal to the thermal motion energy of the atoma in the reactor core,
before they can induce a new fission. The average distances traveled
by a fission neutron before reaching thermal energy in some typical
moderator materials is 5.7 cm in R.O, 11.0 em in D.O, 9.9 om in Be
and 18.7 cm in graphite.

When the reaotor medium is infinite, the reproduction factor k is
deJlned aa the ratio of the number of neutrons in one generation to
the number ofneutrons in the former generation. TWa is the number of
fissions produced by one aingle fission in the previous oycle.

The reproduction faotor is the product of the following four factors
(12):

I,
II
Ii



where .,. is the average lite·time ot a thermal neutron. Whon only
prompt fission noutrons are considered, .,. o::! \0-' s, thus yiolding a
TR ot 1 s. This means that every second the noutron flux increases by
a tactor 0 or by a factor otabout 20.000 overy 10 seconds. To follow this
rapid increase, very rapid control equipmont and very quickly moving
control rods are required, making the whole operation hazardous and
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1:.. > I, or the uceu reactivity is positive, the number ot neutrons,
and thus the number ot fissioll3 increases with each generation, which
can lead to an explosive reaction. When 1:.. < I, or the exceu reactivity
'negative, the number ot neutrons deoreaaes and the chain reaction
dies out.

In practice :'owever, the reactor I.rrangement is finite, which implies
that some ot the neutrons will escape from the core eurface, decreaeing
in this way 1:... The effective 1: (l:e.r) of a reactor is given by 1:.. minus
the leakage. When the neutron leakage equals tho excese reactivity,
a l:.Ir - lis obtained, and a steady·stete equilibrium occurs again. Tho
size ot a bare finite reactor, for which this condition is tuUilled, is
called the critical size. In the case ot a graphite-uranium lattice, this
results in a cube ot about 6.5 m side. In ordor to reduco the dimensions
one tries to minimize tho neutron leakage by surrounding the pile
with a reflector. Light nuclei suoh as graphite, hydrogen and beryllium
are very suitable tor scattering emerging neutrons back into the lattice.
In this way the neutron leakage Is reduoed, and so is the critical size.
However, the use ot a reflector implies again the possibility ot neutron
capture either .by the reflector atoms, or by impurities.

The steady.state equilibrium of the fission reaction is ensured in a
reactor by inserting control rods composed of elemonts with high
neutron capture cross sections, in snoh a way that 1:.8 equals unity.

In the starting prooedure, howover, a 1:'8 slightly over unity must
be obtained in order to increase the operating level. Tho control rods are
withdrawn, obtaining in this way a neutron excese, until the operating
levol is reached. A simplo calculation ehows that, it onl~' prompt fission
neutrons were presont, an oxplosive chain reaction would occur.
Assuming a 1:.. ot 1.001 (0.1%exceu reactivity) the reactor period T R,

representing tho timo wheroin the neutron flux increases by a Cactor .,
is given by:

.,.
TR- ---

l:.Ir - 1
(4.9)
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evon impossible. Howevor, tho presence of about 1% ot dolayed nou·
trons, which aro emitted sovoral soconds after the fission has occurred,
increases .,. to about 0.1 s. Equation (4.9) yields then a reactor period
TR ot 100 s, whioh allows ample time tor adoquate control, and ensures
a start up without any dangor.

(C) Cr..AsSIFIOATION 011' NUOLEAB REACTORS

Sinco 1942, when the first graphite.uranium "pilo" was constructed
at the University ot Chicago, reactors have boen built using diJI'erent
geometrical torms, moderators, tuel elsments and reflectors, and serving
a wide variety ot purposes. C1....ification ot reaotors can be madt
according to tho tollowing properties:

Typa ojJut!: Tho most simplo tuel is natural uranium, having a com.
position of 6.1O-S%..·U, 0.71%...u and 99.28% ...u. To increase
the amount ot fissionablo material, uranium enriohed in ..·U, ..·U
and "'Pu is also used. Through the application otenriched uranium,
which can range from a tim' percont up to 95% ..·U, a reduction in
reactor sizo is obtained, becI,use the number ot fissions per gram tuel
increases.

Typa oj modaralor and coolanl: As described in the previous section,
tho criterion, whether a reactor il tast or thermal, is completoly
dependent upon tho tuel/moderator ratio. A moderator material
must havo the properties ot large energy loss per neutron collision
and smalllleutron capture cross section, in order to obtain an opti.
mum neutron yield. 1'heso properties call for the use ot veri pure
materials compoeed of light nuclei. Taking into account the costs ot
manufacturing a large quantity of very pure material, it is indicated
to lise water, heavy water, graphite or beryllium.

In addition to high pnrity, low nouu'On capture and low cost, tho
reactor coolant must Ihow good properties ot heat transfer. Air,
water and liquid motole (Na, K) are ueed as coolants tor nnclear
reactors. In some constructions, as can be the c.... in swimming pool
reactors, the moderator and tho coolant are the lame.

Neulron enorUY: As described in the provlous section, mOlt reactors
use thermal neutrons to induce fission. Reactors using tast neutron
energies can be applied in power plants to produco electrical energy
and new fissionable materials.
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Gwmtlric<zl ,INlClur,: A reaotor is oa1led heterogeneous when fuel and
moderator are arranged aeparately from eaoh othor. In the oaae where
fuel and moderator are homogeneoualy mixed, IL so.o&11ed homo
geneous reactor is obtained. This typo of reactor can be made by
disaolving IL uranium salt in Wllter.

l'vrpoI, 0/l1&e reador: The purpoae IL reactor is built for. constitutes
another mode of ollL88illOlLtion. A reactor can be buil~ to produce a
neutron o:roesa for the formILtion ofradioisotopea. An experimental or
IL research reactor aerves as IL study objeot for the construction of
other reactors. Material testing reactors (MTR) have their main
pnrpoae in testing the resistance of materials, ueed in reactor con·
struction, to radiILtion damILge. Produotion of electrical energy can
be ensured by IL power reILctor. When more fissionable mILterial is
produced than is burned up, the reactor is said to be IL "breeder".
Breeder reactors produce the fissioooble isotopes "'Pu and "'u
by the following reactions:

"'u + 'n _ II·U...!::... lI'Np...!::... II·PU (4.10)
U.&m 1.8d

1I'Th + 'n_ 1I'Th...!::... "'PIL_~ i ..U (4.11)
11m t7d

From this ollL88illOlLtion i~ is olear that the distinotion be~ween

reactors is arbitrary, but neverthele88 it may be a uaeful guide.
Summaries of the oharaoteristics of many research reaotors OILn be
found in the liter&ture (14,15,16.1'7,18).

(D) R:UO'rOB NlI1l'rIlON FL17DS

The fl.asion neutrons slow down byelastio collisions with the modera.
tor atoms until equilibrium is !88ohed with the thermal motion of the
moderator atoms (0.025 eV at 20·C). For a fission neutron of2l1IeV. the
required number of collisions for this prooesa is IS with.H. 25 with D.
114 with C. 150 with 0 and 2172 with U atoms. According to the
degree of thermalization one generally distinguishes three di1I'erent
neutron spectra.

Plu UflmDtleral<d jillion. fltUll'Ofll or ITII leul mldTOll'.
The energy of these neutrons is between°and 25 MeV for the "'u
fission. The Ilssion 1Iu:r I (E) as a funotion of neutron energy E has
been appro:rimILted by aeveral aemiempirical formulas:

/(E) - k, exp (-E) sinh J(2E) (4.12)

I(E) - k, exp (-Elo.oa) sinh J(2.29.Hi) (4.13)

I(E) = k, exp (-EI1.29) JE (4.14)

where k,. k. "nd k, ILre constants.
The WILtt di.tribution (4.12) shows good agreement with tha

e:rperimental dILta in the energy range from 0.075 to 15 MeV (19).
EquILtion (4.13) was e:rperimentally inveatigILted between 0.18 and
12 MeV (20). whereas equILtion (4.14) gives IL good appro:r:imation for
the fisoion neutron speotrum below 9 MoV (21).

Pk ,!mDi1l{f dOlO1l or ,pilMrmal mldl'Ofll.
The nentrollJl, slowing down by elas~io collision with the moderator
atoms. show an energy distribution <PICE) whioh varies as B-'. This
m....ns that the epithermal neutron 1Iu:r integrated over one logarith.
mic energy intervlLl, OILn be repreaented by a constant 'P,. einae:

'PI(E) - <p,E-' (4.15)

It has to be npted thILt equILtion (4.15) only holds for a medium
showing negligible neutron absorption.

Pk Ikrmal fl.ldl'Ofll.

Neutrons eventually reach thermal equilibrium with the moderator
atoms ILIld henae the thermal 1Iu:r distribution 'Plh(E) as a function
of energy Is given by a Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution:

E
'Plh(E) - E' e:rp (-EIEm) (4.16)..

where 9'lh(E) is the neutron 1Iu:r ILt energy E. normalized to unit
integrated fiu:r. Em - kP.. represents the neutron energy.
corresponding to the most probILble velocity v•• and k is
BoltzmILnn's constant.

It is obvious th&t the thcrmILI neutron spectrum will be dependent
on the reaotor temperature. At 20'C the most probILble velocity v•• is
2200 m .-, at IL corresponding energy of0.025 eV. The average velocity
Vis somewhst di1I'arent from v•• and is given .by:

V - (2IJ,,)v. (4.17)

In Figure 4.5 (22) the three different reactor neutron spectra are
shown, normalized to unity integrated fiu:r.
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together with the cadmium ratio. are given for the BR-l reactor
(S.C.K. Mol-Belgium) in Table 3.8.

In some cases however, as described in Chapters 7 and 10, when
activation analysis i. per.ormed by means of a threshold reaction, a
pure ilasion .pectrum is desired. This can be obtained _by placing the
sample in a hollow fuel element, where no moderator is present.

As described by Guinn d aZ (23,24) some types of reactors can be
pulaed by quickly removing and reinserting the control rod. This
procedure incr.....e. the excess reactivity, and neutron lIu:res of the
order of 10" n cm-' .-., are obtained for a few milliseconds. This
enhances the sensitivity for reactions, yielding .hort-lived isotopes as
can be seen !tom Table 4.3.

TABLE (.3
Calculated detection Umtta tor lOme e1ementa determined In .. pu1eed reactor,

an..r Yul. and Guinn (2()

Fig. (.8. Reactor neutron 811%01, ncrmaliaed to unit;v integrated 8= (22)

In Chapter 3 it has been described how the (n, y) reaction generally
has a larger cross aection than threshold reactions for the asme isotope.
As the former is induced by thermal neutrons, and the produced activity
is proportional to the incident neutron flux (see Chapter 5), it is obvious
that any reactor ehowing a reasonably high thermal neutron 1Iu:r can be
need for activation analysis. In order to avoid interferences, induced by
threohold reactions (see Chapter 10), as pure a therma1ized neutron
spectrum as possible is desirable. Moet isotope production reactors are
equipped with a "thermal column", consisting of a pUe of graphite
blocks, adjacent to the reactor core. In this column, a more or leas pure
thermal neutron spectrum is obtained. A reasonably well thermalized
lIux can also be found in the reflector, although large gradienta have to
be taken into account. As an e:rample, the fast to thermalllu:r ratioe

1 10
E (MeV)

Net photopeak
Mea.oured activit;v (cpm/g) Calculated

El•• Reac. hotopo H&1f·lir. photopeak at end of iJT&. detection
ment ti?D produced (I) (M.V) diation '. limit (ps).

0 n,p "N 7.35 6.1 2.1 x 10' (8
F n.r "ll' 11 1.63 8.3 x 10' 0.12
ll' n,p "0 29 0.20 (.8 x 10' 2.2
Na n,p ''N. 38 0.(( U x 10' 7.0
Na n,s ''F 11 1.63 1.1 x 10' 9.0
Mg n,p liN. 60 0.38 (.8 x 10' 210
S n,p lip 1U 2.1 1.0 x 10' 1000
S. n,r ···80 20 0.1'0 2.6 x IOU 0.00038
Cr n,p "V 226 1.(( 8.0 x 10' 20
M n,p tt-Ge (9 0.139 8.2 x 10' 190
S. n,r "mSe 17 0.160 6.0 x IOU 0.002

n, n'
n,2n

Y n,n' ...y 16.1 0.918 9.8 x 10' 0.10
Tb n, 2n SII-Tb 11 0.111 8.9 x 10' 1100
W n,r su·w 8.3 0.108 1.2 x 10" 0.086

11, n'
A,2n

Pt n,r l···Pt U 0.39 (.8 x 10' 2.2
Au D,n' in-Au 7.2 0.279 1.1 )( IOU 0.008~

• Detection limit dellned b;V the authora .. 10' photopealt .pm at' _ 0 ror
~J. < 1 m, 100 photopeak opm at, - 0 ror 1- < ~II. < 60 Ill.
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(E) ImuDUTION FAClILITIBS

As a cOnsequence of the operation prinoiple of a nuolear reaotor,
samples muat be transferred in and out of the irradiation position by
remote control. The materials uaed &8 sample paoking, the irradiation
can, the transfer container or "rabbit" and the rabbit tube will be
uposed to radiation damage, and will become radioaotive. The ohoioe
of adequate materials, depending on the kind of sample, the irradiation
duration, the reaotor neutron 1111% and the temperature, will be dis·
ouaaed in Chapter 7.

It is obvioua that the rabbit tubes are cooled with the reaotor ooolant,
and therefore in high lIu:l: reaotors, one has to ensure good heat transfer
between sample, peoking, can, rabbit and rabbit tube. This ol1n be
aohieved by filling the aluminium can with a solid pure aluminium
blook (99.95%), provided with holes for sample emplacement.

In order to obtein a reasonably homogeneoua neutron 1111% over the
whole rabbit, a careful choice of the rabbit tube emplacement with
respeot to the fuel element pattern is neoeesary. At the same time the
fuel element 'arrangement muat 0llS1ll'll a neutron lIux &8 high as
possible. In some reactors, samples are inserted iuto a ring around the
core. Roteting this device one obtains the same neutron lIux in eaoh
irradiation position. Plate 1 represents suoh a device, developed by
Gulf General Atomio Ino. and oalled "Lazy Susan", with whioh Triga
reaotors oan be equipped. The emplacement of the rabbit tube will
evidently depend on the kind of neutrons desired. In·oore irradiations
will generally yield an appreoiable fission neutron contribution, whioh
in some oases oan even be higher than the thermal1lux. Aotivation in
the thermal column and the relleotor is mainly aocomplished by thermal
neutrons.

One can make a distinotion between two major types of irradiation
facilities: those that can be loaded and unloaded during reaotor opera
tion, and those that are only aocessible when the reaotor is olosed
down.

In the first esse pneumatio transfer systems are the most widely used,
in whioh the 'rabbits travel by either over or under pressure. Transfer
times of the order of magnitude ofone second can be aohieved, whioh is

, of interest when dealing with very short half.lives. Typical rabbit
tube emplacements around the reaotor oore are shown in Plate 2, for
the isotope production reaotor Thetis of Ghent University (Belgium.)

4. NB1lTllON SOUROES

This reaotor is ml1inly used for aotivation analysis purposes. To ensure
adequate cooling, when irradiating in high lIux reaotors, a hydraulie
transfer system can carry the rabbit in and out of the reaotor. With
swimming pool reaotors, it is of course always possible to irradiate
samples in the pool water. An aluminium cave containing the samplea
is att.aohed to a nylon string. The cave is lowered into the pool, and the
string fixed in 8uoh a way that the samples are adjacent to the core.
Lead loading prevents the box from 1I0ating. It is clear that with a
hydraulio Ryatem and in.pool irradiations, the cans muat be watertight.
A device whioh is partioularly useful for isotope production and long
irradiation times consistsoh transport belt,loopingthrough the reactor.

The off.operation faoilities normally deal with irradiations in ohannels
in the thermal column, in the relleotor or between the fuel elements.
These ohannels are hand loaded and ,,"oess during operation becomes
impo8sible. Hollow fuel eJements belong to this type offaoility and are
used to obtain an undisturbed fission 1111%.

The problems ofrabhit unloading after irradiation largely depend on
the induoed aotivity. For Rhort irradiations and low 1111% reaotors
(1011 neutrons om-' S-1) a normal glove box, provided with lead
shielding of about II om, is suffioient. With high 1111% reaotors and long
irradiations however, a hot cell beoomes necessary to unpack the
samples. Sometimes, between the irradiation position and the unloading
station a shielded baby oave is built, where the short·lived aotivities
are allowed to cool before treatment.

(F) G.ilWA. HUTING AllD RADIOLYSIS

The most important source of heating in a nuclear reaotor is cauaed
by the absorption of gamm& raya, to whioh the reactor neutrons give
rise by several processes. One ho.s to m&ke & distinotion between
primary gammas already present in the reaotor and the second&ry
gammaa, produoed in the sample during irradiation. The prlm&ry or
COre g&mm& lIux is obtained by three effeots, which give &bout equal
contributions: the prompt &sion gammas, released by fission of a
uranium nuoleus, the gammss produoed by the decay of the fission
produots, and the prompt g&mmas emitted during thermal and
resonanoe absorption of neutrons by the core materials, together with
Inelastio neutron soatter. It is obvious th&t the source strength of the
core gamm& source, expresafid in MeV om-'s-1, will be proportional
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Taylor el al (26) evaluate the gamma heating of &aample irradi&ted
in the core center oC a 10 MW reactor, to be about 2.li watt per g. An
addition&! 3.li watt is produoad in the silica container &nd the alu.
minium can. AB the sum oCaample weighta seldom exoeada 1 g, the tot&!
heat can be eatimatcd to correepond with 1... than 6 watt. The authors
calculated Cor tho aame reactor the nuolear heating Cor in.core irradia
tions oC BOveral oylindrical aamplOll, with & volume oC 1 cm' &nd &
size oC 20 x 8 mm diameter. The results are given in Table 4.4.

When irradiating solutions, the sealed vi&1a have to be leakprooC
Cor the pre..ure build up due to the ambient reactor temperature.
In addition radiolysis also occurs giving rise to gasca, which can build
up considerable preasure. In pure water, H., O. and H.O. are Cormed
e.g. according to the reactions:

li H.O t. H. + 2H.0. + 3H' + 'OH (4.18)

H' + 0 HO; (4.19)

HO; + 'OH O. + HO (4.20)

2HO; O. + H.O. (4.21)

. Similar reactions can give rise in HOI 60lutions to H. and 01..
whereas organio solvents produce even more complex reaction produots

to the neutron lIux. The heat development, normally given in watt per
gram, in turn dependa upon the gamm& energy and !,he ma.. &bsorption
coefficient oC the materi&la in queetion, which depends on the density.
The major part oC the heat produoad in the core ia removed by the
coolant, and thua the ambient temperature in the reactor will be
dependent on the mechanical conal,ruction.

When &aample is introduoad into &reactor, hcating will be due to
both primary' &nd BOcondary gamm& rays. Primary gamma rays will
be absorbed in the aample and give rise to heat, which, when good heat
transCer is provided, muat bo romo"ed by the coolant. In this way the
aample should reach thermal equilibrium with the reactor materiala.
On the other h&nd during activation, prompt gamma rays or particlea

,are created in the aample by absorption and .catter oC the neutrons.
In addition radiation from the de""y oC the Cormed isotopea will &1ao
partly be absorbed in the aample. This can create &large temperature
difference between the aample and the aurrounding matari&1a, to such
an extent that low melting materiala &nd alloys can liquify and that
organio matter C&n carbonize. .

The ev&!uation oC the aample temperature is quite difficult as one
deala with complex gamm& spectra, perturbation of the neutron lIux
by the aample and gamma attenuation and build.up in the materi&la
surrounding the aample. Temperaturoa C&n be e:tparimentaJly deter.
mined by irradiating materi&la or known melting point or by uaing
indicators, which cbenge in color when &given temperature Is reached.
Even in this ease, extreme caution in the conclusions drawn from the
e:tparimenta haa to be taken. The temperature attained in the materi&!
will not only depend on the ambient temperature but &lao on the
neutron capture, which can becoJhe dominant when dealing with large
absorption oro.. &ections. AB an example, tin, having a melting point
of 232·0, will not melt during an irradiation oC 1 wcek at li x 10"
neutrons cm-' s-l. Cadmium however, with higher melting point
(320·0) will not withat&nd, beoanee of the heating produoad by the
considerable neutron absorption. On the other hand, lead, with about
the same melting point as oadmium (327·0) will not melt.

Schreiber &nd Allio (2li) deaoribe &method to eatimate the gamm&
heating in materi&la plaoad in &reactor, provided the neutron lIoxea
are known. For this, they break up the gammo spectrum into two
groupe (0.8 &nd 2.li MeV) &nd nee empirical equations Cor the deter.
mination oC the gamma attenuation and build up.

Sample material

AI
Sb
Bl
Ca
Or
Fa
Nl
p,
SI

, Na
Sn
W

Heating (watt)

7
17
25
4

IS
20
24
60
6
2.5

16
70
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(4.22)

(4.23)

(4.24)

(4.25)

(Q - 3.79 MeV)

(Q - 16:0 MeV)

(Q - 3.27 MeV)

(Q - 17.6MeV)

(A) N1I1ITBON PRODUOING RlIAarIONS

n. Neutrons from Accelerators

In recent years, accelerat<lr.produced neutrons have certainly taken
tbeir place amoDg the irradiation sources. Theoretically a wide variety
ofneutron.producing reactions can be used, the choice ofwhioh will be
highly dependeDt on the aocelerator facility available (28). A further
criterion in the choice of the reaction can be the cost per irradiation,
which can be quite high with large accelerators. For convenience one
can consider three groups of aocelerating machines.

The first group contains the high energy charged particle accelerators,
to which belong the Van der Graaf machine and the cyclotron. In a
deuteron beam from these machines some of the exoergio (d, n) re
actions commonly used are:

'Be(d, n)1OB

'Li(d, n)'B.

'H(d, n)'He

'H(d, n)'Re

(27). It is obvious that in many cases highly explosive gas mixtures
under considerable pressure are obtained and that great care must be
taken when opening tha viala (see Chapter 7).

Because of this explosion hazard and the subsequent contamination
possibilities, oome authorities are reluctant to allow irradiation of
solutions.

S
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FIg. 4.8. Neutron yield (a) and nautron ......,. (b) .. a function of bombarding
0DeIV for ..varat deuteron end prololllnduood raactlons (28).

Tho first reaction gives a vary gooo neutron yield, as can be seen
from Figure 4.6, although the obtained neutron spectrum is not
monoenergetio and yields groups of energies between 1 and 6 MeV.
The socond reaction, giving rise to highly energetio neutrons, has
however a neutron yield of about one third of that of the former one.
The third reaCtion, sometimes oalled the d-d. reaction, is normally
performed on a D,0 ice target and yields almost monoenergetio
neutrons. The last reaction, alao called the d-t reaction, yie1ds an
isotropic source ofnearly monoenergetic neutrons, and will be di.soussed
in detail below.

Bombardment with energetic protons gives rise in most elements
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(4.26)

(4.27)

to lP, n) reactions, whereby high neutron ~ields can be obtained. Some
of the commonly used endoergio reaotions are:

'Li(p, n)'lle (E2' - 1.88 MeV)

'HlP, n)'He (E2' - 1.19 MeV)

These reactions yield monoenergetio neutrons, the energy depending on
the bombardment energy.

Figure 4.6, which has been adapted from Burrill and MaoGregor (28)
gives the neutron yield and the neutron energy as, a funotion of the
bombarding energy for several deuteron and proton induced reactions.

With alpha partioles use can be mads of the 'Be(", n)"O reaotion
(Q - 11.6 MeV) for the production of polyenergetio neutron groups
between 1 and 6 MeV.

A second group ofaccelerators are the'illectron accelerating machines,
prodlloing Bremsstrahiung and subsequent (y, n) reaotions in the
,target material. This can be achieved with a betatron, a synchrotron
ora linear accelerator (Linao), bystopping the beam in a high Z material.
Thresholds of these (y, n) reactions are located between 10 and 20
MeV. A few exceptions to this rule give an unusually low threshold,
and therefore are oometimes used for neutron production. They are:

'Be(y, n)'Be (E2' - 1.66 MeV) (4.28)

'H(y, n)'H (E2' - 2.2 MeV) (4.29)

The neutron spectrum from these reaotions is continuous and poly.
energetio, due to the fact that the incident Bremsstrahlung shows a
continuous energy distribution.

The combined (y, n) and (y, f) reaotion in natural uranium has a
high neutron yield, and produces a spectrum that is very analogous
to the reactor fission apsctrum.

AU the above accelerators are mainly designed for phyeicai experi.
ments and are hardly aocessible for aotivation analytical purposes.

A moderately ezpenaive neutron generator can be obtsined by
using a 100 to 200 kV deuteron accelerator. A choice ClIn be made
between the 'H(d, n)'He or the 'H(d, n)'He reaction yielding res·
pectively ~ 2.6 MeV and ~ 14 MeV neutrons. The latter is of more
interest because at these low bombardment energies, monoenergetio
neutrons of about 14 MeV are obtained with a yield 100 times higher
then with the former. With the 14 MeV neutron source moat threshold

reaotions will oceur, aud can be used for aotivation analysis purposes.
whereas the (n, y) reaotion gives an almost negligible contribution to
the induced aotivity. The variation of neutron yield and energy, as a
funotion of the angle 8 with the incident deuteron beam is given in
Table 4.11 (29).

TABLE U
Neutron yield and neutron energy .. a function of' for the

'H(d, n)'Ho roaotlon. (29)

Neutron energy (MoV)

8
for 6 deuteron energy ED Neutron ylold

nlotl... to
(dosreoa) Eo - 100keV No - UOkeV ,_ 00

0 1'.64 1'.74 1.00
60 14.36 14040 0.97
90 14.06 1'.06 0.94

120 13.78 13.74 0.91
180 13.86 13.61 0.88
180 13.49 13.42 0.87

From Table 4.11 it appe..... throt the source is nearly isotropio and
monoenergetio. The exoitation function of the reaction, measured
with a thin target, stopping only 1 keV deuterons, reaches a muimum
at 107 keV. In practice however, thick targets are used in order to stop
the whole deuteron beam. In this case a maximal neutron production is
situated at about 500 keV, as can be 8880 from Figure 4.6(a). From this
figure it also appears that at 100 keV a reaoonable neutron yield is
still obtained.

The d-d reaction gives with this type of machine neutrons ofabout
2.6 MeV, which are not suitable to induce most threshold reactions,
and on the other hand are too energet.io to obtain an important (n, y)
contribution. The inJ!uence ofthe angle 8on the energy and the neutron
yield is far more pronounced than with the foregoing reaction.

In ger.eral, one can state that in praotioally aU cases fast neutrons
are obtained, which oan be uaed as suoh, or oan be thermalized in
order to induce (n, y) reaotions. Moat attraotin is the low energy
deuteron accelerator, because of its low cost, its suitability for one
person operntion, and t,he possibility of using the fast neutron output
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the irradiation site is achieved according to the "Texas convention" as
described in Chapter 3, section VI, B, 4. It is obvious that steep
gradients e:rist in the axial as well as in the transverse direction. The
in1Iuence of this on neutron activation is disoussed in Chapter 10,
s.ction II, B, 2.

When thermal neutrons are required, the target can be surrounded
by a plastio, a psraffin or even a water moderator. A typical set up is
obtained by placing the target in the middle ofa oylindrical water tank
with a diameter of about 1 m. Due to the large gradients however, the
thermal neutron flux at the sample irradiation position is down by a
factor ofat least 10 in comparison to the fast neutron flux. Thus thermal
fluxes are obtained, which are of the ssme order as the ones emitted
by the Iaotopie neutron sources. The latter are preferable for the sske of
stability.

(D) lBBADIATION FA=S

When using the neutron generator for aetivation analysis purposes,
two problems havs to be solved in order to obtl\in reproducible results.
Firstly the inhomogeneity of the deuteron beam and the tritium t<.rget
cauaes an inhomogeneous neutron flux, and _ondIy, the flux gradient
through the ssmple gives rise to a gradient in the induced aotivlty. As a
partial solution to the first problem, rapid beam scanning devices have
been proposed, causing a target irradiation in the same way as the
elsctron beam scans a television pioture tube. Generally, however, the
irradiation facUities are built in such a way as to achieve a homo·
geneous exposure of the ssmple to the neutron flux, or 80 as to allow
irradiation and measurement in stJ.iotly reproducible geometrical
conditions. Because of the target depletion described in the previous
section, it is obvious that neutron generators are most suited for short
irradiations, hence for the formation of ahort lived isotopes. This
implies a fast transport system, which can be achieved by pneumatio
transfer. It is easily shown that in order to obtain fast travel times
(of the order of one second) high flow rate at overpressure is the best
solution.

As an absolute activation analysis method is very hard to perform, .
due to the many determining parameters, a relative analysis is generally
adopted, where the element to be detennined is measured versus a
stsndard. In some procedures, standsrd and sample are irradiated

J
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successively, and the neutron flux monitored during irradiation, in
order to allow corrections for dill.rences in neutron output. Flux
monitoring can be aobieved either by measuring the induced aetivlty
in a suitable element, which is irradiated simultaneously as well with
the sample as with the standard, or by direot neutron counting during
irradiation.

In the first case frequent use is made of the reaction ''Cu(n, 2n)''Cu
(Til. = 9.9 m), and the "Cu annihilation gamma rays are measured.
With this method, care has to be taken that the degradation of neutron
energy does not affect the activity ratio of the sample/monitor or the
standard/monitor. This can ooour when the cross section VerBU8

neutron energy curves of the monitor and the olement to be determined
have very different shspes and (or.) thresholds.

Direotneutron COtwting oan be aohieved either with an organio plastio
sointillator bead (38,39,40) or by means of a BF. counter (41,42,43,44)
the latter surrounded by about 8 om of paraffin in order to thermalize
the neutrons before counting. This solution is es!",cially valuable
because of the almost complete insensitivity of the BF. oounter for the
important gamma flu associated with the neutron production. It has
to be noticed that, when dealing with short lived isotopes, neutron flux
monitoring has to take into aooount the decay of the isotope during
irradiation (38,41). It is obvious that a burst of neutrons at the begin.
ning of the irradiation will affeot the measured ssmple activity to a
smaller extent than a burst ooourring at the end of the irradiation.
Therefore, a ratemeter i. sometimes branched in the neutron detection
chain, having a time constant equal to the mean life (1/), - TIIJIn 2)
of the isotope to be determined. In order to avoid these inconveniences,
systema are construoted, wherein asmple and standard are Irradiated
simultAneOusly.

To obtain homogeneous irradiations of the asmples and standards,
basically two systems have been described. In the first system the
oylindrical sample Is rotated around its longitudinAl a:ris, either
meohanically, or by means of an air jet, entering the rabbit tube
tangentially (38,40). The SAt up can be performed with one tube only,
when sample and standard are irradiated conseoutively, or with two
adjacent tubes, when both sample and standard are irradiated simul.
taneously. It has to be noticed that this system takes care of the axial
flux gradient, but not ofthe transverse flux gradient. The second system
consists of .. dual ssmple biaxial rotator, ensuring that sample and
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Fig. 4.8. Schematio representation of ditl'erent irradiation facilities with a
neutron gen"rator.

STANDARD

SAMPLE
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..-. m-
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isotopes that can be incorpotated in this type of source are: mAo,
...Am, '''Po, '''Ra, 118Th and '''Pu. As gamma lOuroe "'Sb is mainly
used, although others can be applied, such as "Na, uy and u0La.
The only requirement of the bombarding sources is that the emitted
radi~tion has an energy above the reaction threshold.

As however the thresholds of these reaotions are rather high, only
light Iluclei can be used as target materisl. The energy of the alpha
partic!.., produced by the above mentioned isotopes, rangeS between
4 and GMeV. Therefore beryllium is mainly used as a target elament.
because of its low (lX, n) reaction threAhold. With a lower neutron yield,
boron,lithium and even Buorine can aIao be applied. Most ofthe alpha
lOuroe Isotopes emit several alpba rays of different energies and give
rise to daughter isotopes, showing the 11m/, decay mode. Furthermore,
the alpha particle energy is mere or less degraded before reaction
ocoun, due to energy 1088 in the mediUIn. OIl the other hand, the

corkltrow moU."

I

•

I,,

ltandard are imuliated limultaneoualy (46,46,47). The rotation ia
performed not onlyalong thllongitudinal axil, but lample and standard
orbit round thl dlutaron beam am. Although with this set up a lOme.
what smaUer average Bux is obtained in the irradiation position, due
to greater aample-target diatanoe, a very homogeneous irradiation is
obtained. This can be of importanoe when high precision is desired,
e.g. in the elementary analysla of chemical oompounds. It has been
described how a there and back corkscrew motion of the IImple along an
axil perpendicular to the beam achieves about the same reproducibility
(48).

A syatem which allows irradiation and measurement of aample and
ltandard under strictly constant geometrical conditions has been built
by meana of rabbit tubes of rectangular section (35). At the irradiation
sita, the tubes are placed one after another, the IImple being nearest
to the tritiated target. This assembly .hows the advantage that no
moving parts are present, thus increasing the reliability, and making
it very suitable for use in industry. The relative neutron Buxes in the
sample and standard position can b. determined by meana of two
standards, and taken into account by the evaluation of the results.
A Ichamatic repreaentation of the four systems is given in Figure 4.8.

In view of the large Bux gradients, it is quite obvious that the
irradiation facility has to be as close to the target assembly as posaible.
This can cause lOme inconvenienoe when the target is not at earth
potential but at the negative accelerating voltage, as is IOmetimes the
case in smaller "sealed" tubes. Indeed, in most rabbit syotems metallio
terminals are used, and with a negative aocelerating voltage one has
to enlarge the targe~rabbit tube diatanoe for the oake of insulation.

In all rabbit systems quite large IImples are handled, in order to
compenaate for the rather low neutron Box and the small reaction cr088
sections. Therefore one has to take into account not only the /lux
gradients but alae the neutron removal out of the beam, as is described
in Chapter 10, section II, B, 4.

m 1B0tcpio Neutron Sources

Neutrons can be obtained by (lX, n) or (y, n) reactions on light nuclei,
as described in seotion II of thia chapter. When the bombarding
partioles or gamma rays are produced by the decay of a radiolaotope,
10 called isotopio neutron IOUroes are obtained. The alpha emitting

I'
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1.4 X 10'
1.3 X 10'
2 X 10'
1.4 X 10'
2.~ X 10'
~ X 10'
1.4 X 10'
4 X 10'
2.~ X 10'
~ X 10'
1.~ X 10'
4 X 10'
1.9 X 10' (1)
1.3 X 10' (1)
2.7 X 10' (1)
10' (1)
3 X 10' (1)
3 X 10' (1)
7.4 X 10' (1)

Neutrona .-1 a-I
emlttod

Bo
Bo
Bo
Do
Do
B
F
Li
Bo
B
F
Li
Bo
Bo
D,O
Do
D,O
Do
D,O

Target

TABLE U
lootopio noutzon lOuroce

227
16207

, 1.97
U x 10'7

4~87

Half.lifo

"'Ao
'''Ra
"'Th
rupu
,uAm

Source isotope

rays, the' gamma source and the target material can be kept separated,
which facilitates the reloading of the source, and the adaption to the
desired neutron output. An experimental set up has been described, in
which a beryllium block loaded with "eSb 80urces was immersed in
water. Thermal fluxes of about 6.10' neutrons cm-' s-' were reported
for a 9000 Ci,uSb loading (51). This 1lllefulirradiation facility handles
up to six samples, each with a net effective irradiation volume of
about 20 em'. Samples are tl'llnsferred by means of a pneumatic rabbit
system.

The fact that isotopic neutron 80urces can be made portable, and
give rise to an e:>:tremely stable neutron flux, are certainly major
advantages. On the other hand, the thermal neutron output is still
low in coropwon to a nuclear reactor, but can be of the eame order
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product nucleus iI not alw&YJ1 obtained in the ground state. For these
reasons it iI quite obvious that the neutron spectrum will be far from
monoenergetio, as 08n be seen from Fjgure 4.9, where the neutron
speotra of a u'RaJBe, "'Amflle (49), and a IlOpofB (50) 80urce are
represented.

As a consequence of the small penetrating power ofan alpha particle,
the neutron output will largely depend on the intimate mixing of the
80urce and target material.

Practically all gamma iuduoed reactions have a threshold energy
larger than 81feV. Because of this, only two reactions can generally be
applied:

'Re(y, n)'Be~ 2eHe (82' = 1.67 MeV) (4.30)

'H(y, n)'H (82' - 2.23 MeV) (4.31)

Again beryllium is mainly used as a target material and 80 to a lesser
extent iI deuterium. As gamma rays are far more penetrsting than alpha

3 226Ra/B• 3 24'AmlBe

,
'lI 2 !lt2
Q !!!
'"I zi

Fig. 4.9. Neutron apectra oC the iIotopio aources '''Ra·Be (a). 'flAm.Be (b)
and "'Po·B (0).

(1) Tho noutron 7101d lor (y, n) reaotion fa roportod lor a 1 g torsot,
plaood at 1 em !'rom tho gamma lOuroo.

,

I
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or magnitude as the userul thermal flux obtained with a neutron
generator. The quite aigniJicant gradient that occurs in the environment
or the source impoeea a very rigorous calibration or the fluxes In sample
and standard. irradiation positions. It Is obvious that the flux gradient
Is large1y Influenced by the source-moderator pattern. As normally
large samples are irradiated, one baa to take into accolWt the flux
gradient In the sample and the se1£ absorption by th~ sample (see
Chapter 10).

A surveyor the characteristics or some widely applied Isotopic
neutron sources Is given In Table 4.7. .

It has to be noticed that spontaneous fission or some artificially
produced transuranium isotopes could be applied ror the production or
small neutron sources. A 10 I'g quantity or Iller (TIII - 2.6 y) emita.
about 3.10' neutrons S-l by spontaneous fission. The mean energy or the
neutrons Is US MeV. The supply orthla Iaotope Is however very limited,
but can perhaps in the ruture be more easily obtained.
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CHAPTER 5

GROWTH AND DECAY OF RADIOACTIVITY
DURING AND AFTER IRRADIATION

I. Law. oC Radio.cliv. Decay- Exponenlisl Law

(A) Snn= C~SIl

(5.1)•(1) --+ (2) (.tab.)

Consid.r the CIIS& oC a radioactive nucleu. (1) decaying into a .table
nucleu. (2):

(5.2)

This case can be compared to a monomol.cular reaction. The
reaction rate (number oC disintegrations per ....ond. D) is proportional
to N the number of atom. DC (1) present:

dN
-a:::a -·AN= D
dl

A is a constant. characteri.tic oC the partieular radioactiv••pecies,
and is called the decay qonstant. having the dimension oC a reciprocal
time, 1-'. The integral oC this simpl. differential .quation is given by

N(I) = NO .xp (->.I) (5.3)

Here, N(I) repres.nte the number oC atoms (1) at a tim. I, N0 the
number at 1 = O. The radioactive d.cay is thus gov.rned by an .x
ponential law. Combining (5.2) and 5.3) on. can write:

I D(l) = DO .xp (->.I) I (6.4)

Measuring a fraction z oC the real numb.r oC dizintegrations (i.e. the
experimentally observed activity A) one obtains:

A-zD-zAN
and

A(I) _ AO.xp (->.I) (5.5)

The co.fficient z i. called the d.teotion coefficient end will depend on
the nature oC the deteotion instrument, tho effioi.ncy Cor the recording
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